The giant aortic aneurysm, defined as aortic dilatation with a maximum diameter greater than 10 cm [1], is the most frequent subtype of aortic aneurysm. However, its incidence is low and rarely described in the literature being a generally asymptomatic pathology and incidentally discovered in routine imaging exams as presented in this patient. Physicians should be alerted to this pathology since its cause varies and may occur in the context of atherosclerotic degeneration, Marfan syndrome, aortic valve disease or autoimmune syndromes such as Takayasu’s arteritis [2]. Its risk of rupture will depend on its size and annual growth [3]. The approach and its treatment vary depending on the affected arterial segment and the underlying etiology. The authors present a case of a 96-year-old, autonomous woman with a history of chronic kidney disease secondary to arterial hypertension and osteoporosis, without a record of therapy and without knowledge of blood pressure control. Admitted to the Emergency Department due to dyspnea and asthenia with four weeks of progressive worsening and tolerating only minor efforts. On objective examination, he only presented decreased breath sounds in the left hemithorax, without the presence of adventitious sounds. A chest X-ray showed exuberant hypo-transparency in a towel in the left hemithorax (Figure 1). In-depth imaging study with chest tomography revealed massive ascending aortic aneurysmal dilatation with molding of the left subclavian artery and tracheal deviation measuring 100 x 75 x 113 mm (Figure 2). Given the patient’s age and chronic kidney disease, an etiological study was not pursued, namely chest tomography with contrast injection or invasive surgical therapy.
Medical therapy was optimized with good symptomatic response, so she was discharged from the hospital and continued follow-up in consultation of Internal Medicine.
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